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Welcome to Your Power to Choose: Education Guide, a one-of-akind curriculum resource that introduces students to the values
of citizenship, democracy and the power of choice.
This guide was developed to meet a goal common to educators and Elections Manitoba – to create lifelong skills and to instill the habit of civic participation among Manitoba youth.
Learning strategies and activities in the guide are engaging and interactive, and adaptable to many
classrooms and learning abilities. Students learn how to assess issues, make informed decisions, and
experience the impact and power of their choices.
Elections Manitoba has worked with teachers and students for over 30 years to educate future
voters about the electoral process and the value of participation in our democracy. We are
pleased to offer Your Power to Choose – a curriculum-based program that can be used by
educators or presented by Elections Manitoba facilitators in an engaging workshop format.
Workshops provide an opportunity for students to participate directly in the democratic
process through mock elections, and focus on the four phases of an election and running
student elections. Visit the Elections Manitoba website for details: www.electionsmanitoba.
ca/en/Educators
Elections Manitoba acknowledges the many students and educators in Manitoba who
provided valuable input in developing this guide. We look forward to a continuing
collaboration with Manitoba educators in creating programs that help students become
active participants in their classrooms, schools and communities.
Thank you for participating in Your Power to Choose, part of our long-term education
program and commitment to future voters.

Sincerely,

Shipra Verma, CPA, CA
Chief Electoral Officer
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What’s Inside
• Your Power to Choose links directly to Manitoba’s grade 6, 9 and 11
curriculum – adaptable to many other classrooms and grade levels,
particularly grades 4-5:
- Grade 6 forms the core of the program, introducing the electoral process
step-by-step
- Grades 9 and 11 introduce the values of the electoral process and generate
complex thinking and decision-making
•	The guide focuses on the four phases of a provincial election. Lessons are
interactive and bring alive the election experience – designed to engage
students using the following strategies:
- Activating - activate prior knowledge, “hook” student interest
- Acquiring - acquire new information
- Applying - apply new information
- Debriefing - consolidate and reflect on lesson
•	Each lesson includes handouts, worksheets and support materials ready for
use including a ballot box, voting screen and coloured
index cards.
•	Along with the teaching guide, other sources of information on citizenship
and participation include:
- Elections Manitoba website: electionsmanitoba.ca
- Your Power to Choose: Workshops
– mock election experience presented by
Elections Manitoba in the classroom
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Earn a Star
Activities with a star can be used for
assessment purposes.

TPS
Think, Pair, Share encourages students to probe
deeper into an issue. To use TPS students are
asked to:
• Think about the question on their own
• Pair with a partner and discuss the question further,
adding at least three new answers
• Share their answers with the class
or with another pair

How to Play
Activities with this symbol indicate
instructions/objectives for How to Play
a game or activity in a lesson.

Your Power to Choose Education Guide
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PHASE 1

Pre-election Experience

Hidden Historical Treasure
The history of democracy will reveal compelling events that lead
to the evolution of Manitoba’s electoral process. Students
will uncover how laws have progressed and how elections
are organized – discovering the values and benefits of
participation.

YOUR
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Democracy

History

Electoral System in Manitoba

• Demos means “people”;
Kratos means “rule”
(government of the people).

• The right to vote was based on sex,
property, and other criteria. For
example, voters:

• Election takes place at least every
four years.

• Eligible voters choose who
represents them through their right
to vote in free and fair elections.

- Had to own property; women
and indigenous peoples were not
eligible

• People elected are accountable to
the people who voted for them.

- Could not be patients in hospital
(including mental health care
facilities)
- Could not be in correctional 		
facilities

• Any group can form a political party
and nominate candidates.
• All seats are contested; candidates
run in all 57 divisions.
• Campaigns and elections are
carried out fairly.
• Voting takes place freely and
secretly.

PHASE 1

Pre-Election Experience
Grade 6 students learn:

Supports Curriculum Outcomes:
Grade 6:

1. The history of the electoral process in Manitoba and will:

6-KH-027 Identify individuals and events
connected with Manitoba’s entry into
Confederation.

• Become familiar with particular individuals and events
• C
 ompare and contrast how ideas and events have changed over time and
how elections have evolved over the years
• Describe the influence of democracy on the quality of life for Manitobans
2. The values of Manitoba’s system of democracy and will:
• Explore the reasons why people vote
• D
 iscuss possible explanations and solutions to low voter turnout (especially
among young people)
• Describe the value of voting

Grade 9 students learn:
1. The impact of elections throughout Manitoba’s history and will:
• Experience what it is like to be disenfranchised
2. C
 urrent issues related to citizenship and will:
• Explore low voter turnout among youth (causes and solutions)

Grade 11 students learn:
1. To appreciate the magnitude of the electoral process and will:
• C
 onsider all the steps involved in preparing for elections – for
both Elections Manitoba and political participants
• Explain the importance and impact of elections
2. The skills needed to be active, engaged citizens of Manitoba and will:
• Clarify assumptions about government and politics
• F orm opinions and defend viewpoints through discussion with
peers and people in their community

6-KC-002 Compare responsibilities and rights of
citizens of Canada at the time of Confederation
to those of today. (Include: Aboriginal peoples,
francophones, women)
6-KP-051 Describe the characteristics of the
electoral processes in Canada.
6-KP-046 Describe the struggle for and identify
individuals involved in women’s suffrage in
Manitoba and Canada. (Include: Famous Five)
6-KC-006 Identify current issues related to
citizenship in Canada.
6-KH-037 Describe changing roles for women in
Canada from 1914 to 1945.
Grade 9:
9-KC-011 Identify ways in which democratic
ideals have shaped contemporary Canadian
society. (Examples: rule of law, equality, diversity,
freedom, citizen participation in government)
9-KC-014 Describe current issues related to
citizenship in Canada.
Grade 11:
Core Concept of Citizenship
- Informed engagement in civic discourse and the
democratic process
- Commitment to the principles & ideals of
democracy & human rights
Related Curriculum Outcomes:
Grade 4:
4-KH-035 Describe ways in which life in Manitoba
has changed over time.
Grade 5:
5-KC-001 Give examples of the responsibilities
and rights of citizens of Canada in 1867.
5-KC-002 Identify differences in citizenship rights
for various groups in 1867. (Include: First Nations,
French, British, women)
5-KC-003 Compare what it meant to be a citizen
of Canada in 1867 to what it means today.
5-VH-012 Demonstrate empathy for the struggles
of the peoples of early Canada.

GRADE 6
less o n 1 o f 3

Lesson Objectives
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
6-KH-027
6-KH-037

6-KC-002

Related
Curriculum Outcomes:

Students learn the history of the electoral process
in Manitoba:
• Individuals and events
• How times have changed
• Impacts of democracy on life in Manitoba

Teaching Strategies
• Comparing Past/Present
• Word Splash
• True & False

4-KH-035
5-VH-012
5-KC-001
5-KC-002
5-KC-003

Activating Strategy
1. Ask students to fold a piece of paper into three columns. A pre-printed KWL
handout is also available (see appendix). On the top of each column write
the following headings:
What do I already know about elections?

Resources/Materials
• KWL Handout
• Statement Labels
• White paper
• Markers/pencil crayons
• Red and green index cards
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Phase 1 – The Pre-election Experience

What did I learn about elections today?
What do I still want to know about elections?
	Ask your students to answer only the question under the column labeled:
What do I already know about elections?
2. Have students share answers with a partner and create two new points
together. Then ask each student to share one point with the class.

Times Have Changed Game
1. Introduce the game.
2. R
 andomly hand out statement labels to the students (see appendix).
3. A
 sk the class to stick the labels on their shirts so their classmates will have
a clear view of each label.
4. W
 hen the game is done, ask each pair to take one to two minutes to
discuss the following:
Which label represents the past and which the present?
Why do you think your labels match?
Are you surprised by the statements on your labels?
5. E ach pair will now share the statements on their labels and their answers
to the questions with the class.
6. O
 nce presentations are completed, reveal the correct pair combinations.

How to
• The objective of the game is to pair up
students with matching label statements.
• Each label statement represents
either a past or a current perspective on
an issue.
• No talking allowed – if students talk
(including students with matching labels)
they are immediately disqualified.
• Once a match is found, students are
to stand beside their partner and wait
until everyone in the room has found a
partner.

	NOTE: Any students who were initially paired up incorrectly can now be
given the opportunity to find their match.
7. A
 s a class, discuss what students learned from this activity.

Acquiring Strategy
Word Splash Activity
1. Pose the question:
	When I say the word “voting,” what are all the words and images that
come to your mind?
Tell students to keep their ideas a secret.
2. A
 sk students to brainstorm on a white sheet of paper all the words they
associate with the topic. For this word splash activity, students may also
draw any pictures that come to mind when they hear the word voting.
Remind students that this activity is to be done individually.
3. W
 hen each student has had a chance to write something down, ask him/
her to share the word splashes with a partner and come up with two new
words or images.

Earn a

4. Each pair can now share a word or image with the entire class.
SUGGESTION: As students are giving their examples, record responses on
	
the board.

Your Power to Choose Education Guide
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Applying Strategy
1. Have the class work together to create a definition for voting using the
words from the word splash activity.
2. Supply students with two index cards, one red and one green.
3. Ask the following question:
	Remembering the activity from the beginning of today’s class, and now
that we have a definition for what elections are, do you think that all
Manitobans over the age of 18 have always had the right to vote?
4. Ask students to hold up the green card if they agree, or hold up the red
card if they disagree. Have students show their cards all at once.
5. Now reveal the correct answer: NO
NOTE: This question will be further discussed in Lesson 2 of this phase.

Earn a

Debriefing

Give students the remainder of class time

1. Ask students to take out the KWL folded paper from the beginning of the
lesson and complete the remaining two columns:

to fill out their sheets. This activity can
be discussed as a class or handed in for
marks.
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Phase 1 – The Pre-election Experience

What did I learn about elections today?
What do I still want to know about elections?

KW L H A N D O U T

Pre-election Experience
What do I already know
about ______________?

What did I learn about
______________ today?

YOUR

powerTO
What do I still want to know about
______________ ?

Appendix P1-A

STAT E M E N T L A B E L S

Pre-election Experience
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In order to vote, you have to
be a male who owns property.

Anyone who is a Canadian citizen, 18, and has lived in Manitoba for at least six months can vote.

For an Indigenous person to be able to vote,
he/she has to join the army.

Any Indigenous person can vote as long as he/she
is a Canadian citizen, 18, and has lived in
Manitoba for at least six months.

If you end up in the hospital on voting day,
you will miss your chance to vote.

Special ballots allow hospital patients to vote
without having to leave their hospital bed.

The voting age is 21.

The voting age is 18.

If you are on vacation in Florida and there is an
election in Manitoba, you cannot vote.

If you are away on holiday during the election you
can still vote – you can vote in advance or
by absentee ballot.

Appendix P1-B

GRADE 6
Le s s o n 2 o f 3

Lesson Outcomes
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
6-KH-027

Students learn the history of the electoral process
in Manitoba:
• Timeline of events
• Impact of being deprived of the right to vote (disenfranchisement)
• The Story of Nellie McClung

6-KP-051
6-KP-046

Teaching Strategies

6-KH-037

• Comparing Past/Present
• Role Play
• Scavenger Hunt
• Reflection

6-KC-002

Related
Curriculum Outcomes:
4-KH-035
5-KC-001
5-KC-002
5-KC-003

Activating Strategy
Past or Present Game

5-VH-012

1. Divide the class into four teams. (See How to Play on the next page for past
or present game instructions.)

Resources/Materials

2. Ask students if they remember the definition of voting (developed in Lesson
1). Ask a student to remind the class what voting is.

• P
 ast/Present Fact Cards
and answer key
• Tape
• Poster paper
• Election Crossword and answer key
• Nellie McClung Story
• Nellie McClung Oral Quiz
• N
 ellie McClung Scavenger Hunt
and answer key

3. O
 nce the teams have finished organizing their posters, the first team to finish
will choose one person to read the columns to the class. The team who can
place the fact cards in the correct column AND have them in chronological
order wins the game. If the first team makes a mistake, the second team to
finish gets to read its column, and so on.
4. Make sure each team is clear on what order the events occurred and to
what category each fact card belongs (past or present).
5. Then hand out the answer key (see appendix) so students have a copy for
reference.

Your Power to Choose Education Guide
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What do the fact cards tell us about how elections are now versus how
they were conducted in the past?

How to

HINT: Current legislation focuses on making elections free, fair
and accessible.

• The objective of the game is to organize
the fact cards (see appendix) on either
the past column or on the present
column in the order that they occurred
in history.
	
HINT: Remind students that they
should be thinking about what events
caused other events to happen.
• Provide each team with fact cards, a
plastic bag, and a sheet of poster paper
divided into two columns: one labeled
past and one labeled present.
• When the teacher signals the beginning
of the game, one team member is to
pull ONE fact card out of the bag and
place it in the correct column (past
or present) in the order it occurred in
history.

Acquiring Strategy
Role Play Activity
1. Before beginning this activity, write a list of classroom jobs on the board,
(e.g., organize bookshelf, tidy class). Ask students to gather at the front
of the class and randomly divide them into two groups, (e.g. Group 1:
January to June birthdays, Group 2: July to December. Avoid gender or
other physical differences for grouping.) Tell Group 1 they are responsible
for the work list, while Group 2 will be doing something else. (Be vague;
don’t answer questions about Group 2’s task.) Ask Group 1 to begin. As
they leave the meeting area, distribute treats (cookies, etc.) to Group
2, and tell them they have free time. Allow enough time (5
minutes or so) to generate a sense of unfairness/inequality in
the activity before asking both groups to return to the meeting
area. Distribute treats to Group 1 as they return.
Ask Group 1 to share how they felt when they had to work while Group 2 had
treats and free time. Then ask Group 2 to share how they felt during the experience.

SUGGESTION: Record student feelings on the board or on chart paper as
	
students share their thoughts.

• Students are to tell the teacher when
they are finished. Give students the
election crossword (see appendix)
to work on while they wait for the
remaining groups to finish.

2. Ask students what they think the point of this activity was:
Can they think of any situations where individuals are treated differently, 		
(e.g., at home, school, or other places in the world)?
How does this differnece in treatment relate to elections?
	HINT: Women, Indigenous peoples, people in jail and people in mental
health facilities have not always had the right to vote. Stress the
importance of how elections have evolved to be fair and accessible to
ALL by giving examples such as advance voting and homebound voting.
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Phase 1 – The Pre-election Experience

Applying Strategy
Nellie McClung Scavenger Hunt
1. Ask students to take out a pencil or pen and clear their desks.
2. H
 and out the Nellie McClung reading handout (see appendix)
and give students five to ten minutes to read silently.
3. T est students with an oral quiz (see appendix) to see how much
they learned from the reading. Correct quiz as a class. Answers are
included on the quiz.

• Give students time to read the article
individually.
• Use the remainder of class for students
to answer questions in pairs, small
groups, or individually.
• Students who finish quickly may work on
the debriefing activity.

4. H
 and out the Nellie McClung scavenger hunt question sheet
(see appendix).
5. Explain rules for the scavenger hunt.

Debriefing
Five-minute Reflection Activity
1. Ask students to finish off the following three sentences:
I like this lesson because...
I struggled in this lesson when...
I learned that...

Earn a
The five-minute reflection activity can
be discussed as a class or handed in for
marks.

Your Power to Choose Education Guide
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You must own property to vote.

Patients in mental health care facilities can vote.

If you can’t make it to your voting station
on election day, you can vote ahead of time
at an advance voting station.

People in correctional facilities cannot vote.

Women cannot vote.

The voting age is 18.

Hospital patients can vote from
their hospital beds.

Voting is done by secret ballot – no one
will know who you vote for.

Appendix P1-C
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Elections in 1870 (past)

Elections Today (present)

• Y ou must be male and own property
to be eligible to vote.

You can vote in a Manitoba provincial
election if you:

• T here is just one day of voting.

• are a Canadian citizen

• T he voting process consists of a meeting where you
must stand up and announce to everyone who you
want to vote for.

• are 18 years of age
• have lived in Manitoba for at least six months
1888

The secret ballot is introduced.

1916	Manitoba becomes the first province to
allow women to vote.
1932	Indigenous peoples are allowed to vote, but
only if they join the army. In 1952, the law is
changed to allow all Treaty Indians* to vote.
In 1960, formal segregation of First Nations
people was abolished in Western Canada
and all indigenous peoples were invited to
participate in Manitoba elections.
1932	Advance voting is available for people who
want to vote but will be away on voting day.
1962	Hospital patients can vote for the first time.
1969

The voting age is lowered from 21 to 18.

1988

Patients in mental health care facilities can 		
vote.

1988	People in correctional facilities can vote.
* Treaty Indian is a legal term used to describe an Indigenous
person who belongs to a First Nation that signed a treaty with
the government.

Appendix P1-D
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ACROSS
2.	The piece of paper used at the voting station to make
sure no one votes twice is called a _____ list
4. To make a choice
6. Rules make elections _____
9. A person you can vote for
10. Where you put your ballot

DOWN
1. _____ party
3. Ballots are marked in ______
5.	The word you write on the front of your ballot if you
don’t want to vote for any of the candidates
7.	A person elected in a Manitoba provincial election
becomes a Member of the Legislative _____
8. The paper you mark your ‘X’ on

Appendix P1-E
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Nellie McClung was a true pioneer, in more ways than one.
She was born in Ontario on October 20, 1873. She had three brothers and two sisters, and was the youngest in the family.
Nellie did not start school until she was 10, but for a good reason. Her family moved to Manitoba in 1880, but had to wait
three years for the local school to be built. Her teachers thought she was intelligent and imaginative. They also thought
she would go far in life.
Even as a young girl, Nellie questioned things. Her family often discussed elections and politics, and she was upset her
mother and sisters did not have the right to vote.
She went to teachers college in Winnipeg when she was just 15 years old. Nellie was the second youngest in her class. She
admired her teachers and wanted to help children in rural Manitoba.
When Nellie finished college she moved to Manitou for a teaching job. She worked at Hazel school, earning $40.00 a
month. Manitou is where she met Wes McClung, a druggist. They married in 1896.
Nellie’s family were pioneers. She knew what a hard life people had, and wanted life to be better for everyone. She cared
about many issues, especially equality for women and children. Nellie knew the best way to make her voice heard would
be through politics.
Nellie and Wes McClung had five children, and she wanted a better life for them, too. Wes McClung did not mind
housework and caring for children, which was unusual for men at that time. His support allowed Nellie to go to political
meetings and to organize events for issues that were important to her.
One of those issues was alcohol. Nellie believed alcohol caused illness and conflict in families. At that time, municipal
elections were being held on prohibition (making alcohol illegal). Nellie knew many women supported prohibition and
rights for women. These women were known as suffragists. However, women did not have the right to vote – their
opinions would not be heard.
Theatre (with live actors) was very popular in Nellie’s time. Nellie and a group of women decided to use theatre to make
their voices heard. Their play, Mock Parliament, imitated (mocked) the Legislative Assembly, where the real government
was all men. Nellie’s play reversed that. Male actors made a case to a female government, asking for the right of men to
vote.
Nellie McClung cleverly used Premier Rodmond Roblin’s exact words in the play: “Why, if men were allowed to vote,
it would mean the end of the family as we know it, and wouldn’t the men just vote the way their wives voted anyway?
Aren’t men easily bought?” The audience loved the play. More importantly, politicians in the Legislative Assembly heard
the message.
The law finally changed when Premier Roblin’s government was voted out of office. In 1916 the women of Manitoba were
the first in Canada to get the right to vote. And this was mainly due to the hard work, intelligence, and imagination of
Nellie McClung. (Unfortunately, Indigenous women and men would wait many decades for their right to vote.)

Appendix P1-G
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1. What province was Nellie born in?
• Ontario
2. What is Nellie’s birthday? Hint: It is close to Halloween.
• October 20, 1873
3. When talking about elections, what made Nellie sad?
• That her sisters and mother weren’t allowed to vote
4. Why do you think she got upset?
• Various answers
5. At what age did Nellie begin school?
• 10 years old
6. What city did Nellie move to so she could study at teachers college?
• Winnipeg
7. What did Nellie think about alcohol?
• Alcohol causes illness and problems to families
8. How did Wes McClung help Nellie?
• By helping with housework and caring for the children
9. What was the name of the premier who battled with Nellie on the issue of votes for women?
• Rodmond Roblin
10. Before television and radio, what was a way of getting your message out to the people?
• Theatre with live actors
Critical Thinking/Discussion Questions
1. Canada was established in 1867. Why did it take so long for women to get the right to vote in our democratic country?
2. Why do you think it took even longer for Indigenous people to get the right to vote?
3. When Prime Minister Trudeau was elected in 2016, he selected equal numbers of men and women for his Cabinet, the
first time in history this has ever happened. Throughout Canada’s history, Cabinets had few (if any) women. Can you give
other examples in our society where there is a gender imbalance? What needs to change for more equality? (Encourage
examples where both genders are in majority/minority.)

Appendix P1-H
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1. How many brothers and sisters did Nellie have?
2. What are the two qualities seen in Nellie by her teachers?
3. What kind of college did Nellie attend?
4. What was the issue that Nellie felt so strongly about, that it made her fight for women’s right to vote?
5. What was the Mock Parliament imitating?
6. How was the Mock Parliament different from a regular session of the Legislative Assembly?
7. When is Nellie’s birthday?
8. Why didn’t Nellie start school right away?
9. How did Nellie’s husband help the cause of the suffragists?
10. What happened in 1916?
11. Where did Nellie begin her teaching career?
12. For which groups of people did Nellie feel she had to fight to give a voice?
13. What were the reasons given by the premier not to give women the right to vote?
14. What happened to the premier’s government?
15. What was Nellie’s biggest accomplishment?
16. What province in Canada first gave women the right to vote?

Appendix P1-I
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1. How many brothers and sisters did Nellie have?
• Three brothers and two sisters
2. What are the two qualities seen in Nellie by her teachers?
• She was intelligent and imaginative, and would go far in life
3. What kind of college did Nellie attend?
• Teachers college
4. What was the issue that Nellie felt so strongly about, that it made her fight for women’s right to vote?
• Alcohol Prohibition
5. What was the Mock Parliament imitating?
• A session of the Legislative Assembly
6. How was the Mock Parliament different from a regular session of the Legislative Assembly?
• Women played the part of the politicians and men played the suffragists asking for the right to vote
7. When is Nellie’s birthday?
• October 20, 1873
8. Why didn’t Nellie start school right away?
• The school wasn’t built yet
9. How did Nellie’s husband help the cause of the suffragists?
• By doing house work and caring for the children
10. What happened in 1916?
• The women of Manitoba were given the right to vote
11. Where did Nellie begin her teaching career?
• Manitou, Manitoba
12. For which groups of people did Nellie feel she had to fight to give them a voice?
• Women and children
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13. What were the reasons given by the premier not to give women the right to vote?
• Women would vote the same way as their husbands, and women were easily bribed
14. What happened to the premier’s government?
• It was elected out of office
15. What was Nellie’s biggest accomplishment?
• Fighting for women’s right to vote
16. What province in Canada first gave women the right to vote?
• Manitoba

Appendix P1-K

GRADE 6
less o n 3 o f 3

Lesson Objectives
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
6-KC-002
6-KC-006
6-KP-051

Students learn the value of voting:
• Student perspective
• Adult perspective
• Youth participation statistics

Teaching Strategies
• Consensus Building
• Brainstorming
• Survey

Resources/Materials
• E lection Facts – True or False
and answer key

Activating Strategy

• Reasons Why People Vote

Consensus Building Activity

• Red and green index cards
• S urvey: How Much Do Adults Know About
Elections? and answer key

1. This pre-exercise will help students practice the skill of consensus building
by warming up with a fun, true or false Election Facts Questionnaire (see
appendix).
2. Setting up the activity:
• Hand out the Election Facts – True or False Questionnaire.
• Instruct students to take two to three minutes individually to fill out the
questions.
3. Ask them to turn to a partner and compare their answers for three to five
minutes.
	NOTE: Every student will have his/her own reason for choosing an answer
so this will provide an opportunity to explain his/her decision and come to
an agreement on one correct answer.
4. Students MUST keep in mind the following rules of consensus building:
	State your answer and the reason why you believe your answer is correct.
	Be an active listener – this means that you have to listen to your partner’s
point of view.
Don’t take shortcuts – speak your mind.
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	Don’t give in to your partner if you believe you know the facts. If you still
think your answer is correct, leave your answer and move on to the next
question. It’s OK to disagree.
5. When students are finished their discussions, reveal the answers; hand
out the answer keys so your students have a clean copy with all the
correct answers and the facts (see appendix).
6. Poll the class to see how many people got more questions correct when
they came up with an answer on their own, compared to how many
questions were correct when done with their partner.
7. Ask students what they learned from this activity.
Possible answers may include:
• Two heads are better than one.
• There are different ways to look at a problem/issue.
• Being an active listener is important.
• Sometimes I changed my mind because my partner thought of a
reason that I didn’t think of.

Acquiring Strategy
Brainstorming Activity
1. Brainstorm with the class a list of reasons why they think it is important to
vote.
2. Once this has been completed, hand out the list of reasons why people
vote that are supported by statistical research (see appendix).
3. Ask students individually to rank the reasons with (1) being the most
common reason why people say they vote and (10) being the least
common reason.
4. Once completed, ask students to turn to their partner and compare lists.
5. Ask students to come up with one list of answers that will be reflective of
the pair (consensus building).
6. Reveal the correct order.
	SUGGESTION: The teacher can do a poll to see whether students did
better individually or as a team (pair).
7. Hand out one red index card and one green index card to each student
(see included package).
8.	Tell students that the red card represents that they “disagree” and the
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green card represents that they “agree” with the statement.
9.	Ask the students to display the card of their choice to the class once the
following statement is read:
Are you going to vote when you turn 18?
10. Now ask students if they knew the following:
Many 18-year-old men entered into combat for the country in the Second
World War. It was after this period in history that there was a clear 		
movement to drop the voting age to 18 from 21.
Participation of 18- to 24-year-olds in the 2015 federal election indicates 		
the highest increase in turnout since Elections Canada began collecting 		
information on the age of voters. Turnout for voters 18–24 increased 		
to 57.1% in 2015 from 38.8% in 2011. Even with the increase, however, 		
participation among 18- to 24-year olds was the second lowest of all age 		
groups.

Card Game Activity
1. A
 sk students to take out a piece of paper to prepare for the next activity.
2. T ell students to fold the paper in half and then in half again creating four
quadrants or cards.
3. A
 sk students to tear along the folds to create the cards for the game and
then find a partner.
4. W
 hen play has stopped, ask each pair to share one reason with the class,
(without repetition of answers), to create one master list of explanations.

How to
• Without the help of his/her partner, each
student is to write down one explanation
on one of the cards as to why young
people don’t vote .
• When they are done, students can share
their explanation with their partner.
If they both came up with the same

Applying Strategy

answer, the team gets one point. If the

1. A
 sk students to come up with some possible solutions to the list of
reasons for not voting created during the last activity; this can be done
through brainstorming as a class.

two points.

Some common suggestions are:
• Focus on educating new voters

explanations are different, the team gets

• The object of the game is to come up
with as many unique explanations as
possible (for a maximum total of eight
points).

• Get families talking about politics and elections at home
• Lower the voting age
• Get candidates/parties to talk about issues that are important to
young people
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Survey: How Much Do Adults Know About Elections?
1. Ask students to conduct a survey (see appendix for the answer key)
with an individual (relative, friend etc.) who is 18 or older. The survey
asks personal questions about experience with elections and knowledge
questions about the electoral process and the current government in
power.
2. Once students have completed the survey, students will get into groups of
three. Each group member will be assigned a number.
Person #1

Write the rough draft of questions

Person #2

Keep the group on task (noise level etc.)

Person #3

Write the final draft of questions

3. Students will be asked to compare survey answers with other group
members. Through comparison and discussion, students will find out the
correct answers to the knowledge questions.
4. Students will create one five-question multiple choice quiz with
corresponding answers. Use these questions generated by the class for a
future quiz or test on this unit.

Debriefing
1. At the end of class, ask students to take out a piece of paper.
2. Write the following questions on the board:
	List five reasons that are important to YOU in explaining why people vote.
	Rank the list (1-5) according to what YOU think is the most important
reason – (1) being the most important and (5) being least important.
Explain why the number one reason is most important to you.
Think of one incentive that would encourage youth to vote.
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Circle your answer.
1. In some countries, the voting age is less than 18.
True		

False

2. The United States of America is the world’s largest democracy.
True		

False

3. It is illegal to eat your ballot in a Canadian federal election or by-election.
True		

False

4. The secret ballot originated in Australia in the 1850s and is sometimes called the Australian ballot.
True		

False

5. The word “democracy” originated in ancient Rome.
True		

False

6. Québec was the first Canadian province to allow women to vote.
True		

False

7.	In some countries voting is compulsory. If one chooses not to vote, he/she can be charged a small fine, community
service and (although rarely) imprisonment.
True		

False
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1. In some countries, the voting age is less than 18.
• True
		 There are a number of countries around the world where the voting age is less than 18:
		 - In Brazil, the minimum voting age is 16 – voting is voluntary until you turn 18, and then it is compulsory.
		 - In Cuba, the minimum voting age is 16 – anyone eligble to vote is also eligible to be nominated as a candidate.
2. The United States of America is the world’s largest democracy.
• False
		 India is the largest democracy. Almost 554 million people voted in India’s national election in 2014, breaking the
		 world record for the largest democratic election ever held.
3. It is illegal to eat your ballot in a Canadian federal election or byelection.
• True
		Six members of the Edible Ballot Society, a protest group, were charged after the 2000 Canadian federal election for
willfully destroying a ballot.
4. The secret ballot originated in Australia in the 1850s and is sometimes called the Australian ballot.
• True
		 New Brunswick was the first colony in British North America to use the secret ballot in 1855.
5. The word “democracy” originated in ancient Rome.
• False
		The Greeks coined the term for democracy. Demos means “the people” and kratos means “to rule.” Together the
components create the definition of “democracy” – “ruled by the people.”
6. Québec was the first Canadian province to allow women to vote.
• False
		 In 1916, Manitoba became the first province to grant voting privileges to women, although not all women were
eligible to vote.
7.	In some countries voting is compulsory. If one chooses not to vote, he/she can be charged a small fine, community
service and (although rarely) imprisonment.
• True
		For example, voting is compulsory in Australia. Voter turnout in Australia has not dropped below 94% since the
general election in 1955 (when it was approximately 88%).
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Most common reasons for voting:
• To exercise the right – we live in a democracy and we have the right to vote – why not use it
• Out of duty – many people feel it’s their job as citizens to participate in elections
• To support a particular candidate or their political party
• To have a voice – to have a say in how things are done
• To change things, to make a difference
• The system doesn’t work if people do not vote
Some explanations why people don’t vote:
• Don’t have time
• Forget
• Have to work
• Don’t like any of the choices
• Don’t know who to vote for
• Out of town
• Not interested
• Doesn’t matter
• Don’t know where or when to vote
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Pre-election Experience

Assignment: Use the following survey questions to interview someone who is 18 years of age or older
(e.g. a relative, neighbour, friend etc.).
Personal Questions
1. Gender:
Male

Female

2. Age:
18-24

25-34

35-44

45-54

>55

3. Do you discuss politics/government with your family?
Yes		

No

4. Do you feel that it is important to vote?
Yes		

No

Please explain:

5. Have you ever voted in an election (federal, provincial, or municipal)?
Yes		

No

If no, what was your reason for not voting?

6. At what age did you first vote?

7. When you vote, what is the number one thing you consider when making your decision?
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8. Was there ever a time that you did not vote?
Yes		

No

Please explain:

Knowledge Questions
1. Manitoba was the first province to have women vote.
True		

False

2. What is an electoral division? What electoral division do you live in?

3. What is a voters list?

4. How old do you have to be to vote in a provincial election?

5. What does MLA stand for?

6. Who is your current MLA?
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7. What political party does your MLA belong to?

8. What is a political party?

9. How many political parties do we currently have in Manitoba?
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Knowledge Questions
1. Manitoba was the first province to have women vote.
• True		
2. What is an electoral division? What electoral division do you live in?
• A
 n electoral division is a geographic area. Manitoba is divided into 57 electoral divisions for the purpose of elections.
Each electoral division is represented by an elected candidate.
		Each division has approximately the same number of people living in it when the boundaries are drawn. It is divided
this way to make sure there is equal representation for each voter. The boundaries of Manitoba’s electoral divisions
are reviewed every 10 years and adjusted for changes in population.
		To find out what division(s) your students live in, visit www.electionsmanitoba.ca. Electoral division maps are also
available from Elections Manitoba.
3. What is a voters list?
• A voters list is a record of every person who is registered and eligible to vote, including their name and address.
4. How old do you have to be to vote in a provincial election?
• You have to be 18 to vote in a provincial election. You must also be a Canadian citizen and have lived in Manitoba for
		 six months before election day.
5. What does MLA stand for?
• Member of the Legislative Assembly. When a candidate gets elected, he/she becomes an MLA.
6. Who is your current MLA?
	• A
 listing of the current MLAs is available on the Legislative Assembly of Manitoba’s web site:
www.gov.mb.ca/legislature
7. What political party does your MLA belong to?
• See answer to question 6.
8. What is a political party?
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• A political party is a group of persons organized to nominate and support candidates.
9. How many political parties do we currently have in Manitoba?
• As of December 2016, we have five registered political parties in Manitoba:
		
		
		
		
		
		

-

Communist Party of Canada – Manitoba (CPC-M)
Manitoba Liberal Party (Liberal/Libéral)
Manitoba Party (MP)
New Democratic Party of Manitoba (NDP)
The Green Party of Manitoba (The Manitoba Greens)
The Progressive Conservative Party of Manitoba (PC Manitoba)

		 Refer to www.electionsmanitoba.ca for a current list of political parties.
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GRADE 9
less o n 1 o f 1

Lesson Objectives
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
9-KC-011

Students learn about citizenship and participation:
• Assumptions about government
• Disenfranchisement
• Youth participation

9-KC-014

Teaching Strategies

Resources/Materials

• Take a Stand
• Role Play
• Microteaching

• Coloured index cards (included)
• Take a Stand Statements
• Qualified Voters Role Cards
• For and Against Ballots
• Ballot box or envelope
• P
 ast and Present Fact Cards
and answer key

Activating Strategy
Take a Stand Activity
1. Start by passing out five index cards (included) to each student.
Write the following words on the board:
• Red (Strongly Disagree)
• Yellow (Disagree)
• Blue (Agree)
• Green (Strongly Agree)
• White (Neutral)
2. Ask students to spread out in the classroom.
3. Read the first statement from Take a Stand (see appendix) and ask students
to take a position on the subject by holding up the card of their choice.
4. Ask students to find someone with a different card than their own and
discuss for a minute why they feel the way they do.
5. Continue the exercise, reading one statement at a time.
	
NOTE: This activity can be used as an activating strategy for five to ten
minutes OR it could also take the entire class period. To extend the length
of the activity, ask the pairs to share one sentence about their position on
the issue with the class.
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Qualified Voters Role Play
1. Hand out role cards (see appendix) face down to students.
2. Write down an issue/statement on the board. For example:
	The government is considering making Saturday and Sunday 		
regular working and school days.
3. Ask students to read their role cards quietly.
4. Once students have completed reading their role card, ask only those
students who own property to come to the front of the class to vote if
they are for or against this issue.
5. Give qualified voters a ballot marked with For and Against (see appendix);
have them mark the ballot in secret and deposit it in an envelope or ballot
box.
 OTE: The majority of the class will have no say in the decision because
N
they are not qualified to vote. This reflects the inequalities that occurred
in the past when only males owning property were able to vote. Everyone
had their own beliefs and ideas, however, only a small portion of the
population would vote on behalf of everyone else.
6. The teacher will tally the votes and announce the results.
	At this point, students will wonder why they were not given the
opportunity to vote and have a say in the decision.
7. Tell students that this was done deliberately to show students how
elections were run in the past.
8. Ask students individually to think of other instances where people were
treated unequally and were unable to vote because of certain laws.
(Women, Aboriginals, people with mental health concerns and prisoners
were all disenfranchised at one point or another in Manitoba history.)
9. Now ask students to share one answer with the class from their list.
10. Discuss with the class how elections have become free, fair and accessible
over the years; refer to Past and Present Fact Cards (see appendix
P1-W and P1-X) for a timeline of Manitoba’s election history. Stress the
importance of equality and accessibility.
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Acquiring Strategy
Personal Thinking First Activity
1. Introduce the class to the issue of low voter turnout, especially among
youth. Tell students that most young people between the ages of 18 and
24 do not vote.
2. A
 sk students individually to take a few minutes to come up with a list
of reasons why they believe young people are not participating in the
electoral process.
3. O
 nce students have worked individually on their list, ask each student to
share one item from his/her list with the class until everyone has had a
chance to share their responses (without repetition).
4. A
 s students are sharing their list, write the answers down on the board so
that a class list is created.

Applying Strategy
Microteaching Activity
1. D
 ivide the class into groups of three or four students and ask students to
pick two reasons from the list. (Have groups sign up for issues to avoid
duplication.)
2. Each group must come up with two incentives for each reason.
3. E ach group will present their findings in the format of their choice
(handout, poster etc.) to the class.
4. S tudents will be expected to take down notes during presentations or
follow along with handouts if supplied by the presenting group.

Debriefing Strategy
Three-Minute Paper Activity
1. A
 sk students to reflect on the lesson by writing about what they learned.
Give three minutes to write a paragraph. Encourage them to write down
any questions or comments about the lesson that they may have.

Earn a
This activity can be discussed as a class or
handed in for marks.
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Pre-election Experience

1.

The candidate is accountable to the voters.

2.

The media can have an influence on a candidate’s image.

3.

My vote makes a difference.

4.

Voting is a responsibility and a right. We should exercise our right to vote.

5.

Elections in Manitoba are conducted fairly.

6.

The provincial government has no role in my day to day life.

7.

The voting age should be lowered to 16.

8.

All residents of Manitoba should be eligible to vote.
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Male owning
property

70-year-old female in
hospital

24-year-old female
working in a
general store

Male owning
property

Male just recently immigrated from Africa
to Canada

Single mother of four
children

Male owning
property

70-year-old female in
hospital

Indigenous male not
owning property

Grandmother
married to farmer for
25 years

Indigenous female

22-year-old
male serving
life in prison

Male owning
property

Mother of two
children married to a
farmer

Male just recently immigrated from China
to Canada

Indigenous male not
owning property

Indigenous male not
owning property

65-year-old female
admitted in a mental
hospital

Male owning
property

Grandmother
married to farmer for
25 years

21-year-old
female attending
university

Mother of two
children married to a
farmer

18-year-old female
serving time in prison
for armed robbery

Male owning
property

65-year-old female
admitted in a mental
hospital

21-year-old male
admitted in hospital
with a mental
disability

Mother of two
children married to a
farmer

24-year-old female
working in a general
store
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for
against
for
against
for
against
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You must own property to vote.

Patients in mental health care facilities can vote.

If you can’t make it to your voting station
on election day, you can vote ahead of time
at an advance voting station.

People in correctional facilities cannot vote.

Women cannot vote.

The voting age is 18.

Hospital patients can vote from
their hospital beds.

Voting is done by secret ballot – no one
will know who you vote for.
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Elections in 1870 (past)

Elections Today (present)

• Y ou must be male and own property
to be eligible to vote.

You can vote in a Manitoba provincial
election if you:

• T here is just one day of voting.

• are a Canadian citizen

• T he voting process consists of a meeting where you
must stand up and announce to everyone who you
want to vote for.

• are 18 years of age
• have lived in Manitoba for at least six months
1888

The secret ballot is introduced.

1916	Manitoba becomes the first province to
allow women to vote.
1932	Indigenous peoples are allowed to vote, but
only if they join the army. In 1952, the law is
changed to allow all Treaty Indians* to vote.
In 1960, formal segregation of First Nations
people was abolished in Western Canada
and all Indigenous peoples were invited to
participate in Manitoba elections.
1932	Advance voting is available for people who
want to vote but will be away on voting day.
1962	Hospital patients can vote for the first time.
1969

The voting age is lowered from 21 to 18.

1988

Patients in mental health care facilities can 		
vote.

1988	People in correctional facilities can vote.
* Treaty Indian is a legal term used to describe an Indigenous
person who belongs to a First Nation that signed a treaty with
the government.
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GRADE 11
less o n 1 o f 1

Lesson Objectives
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
How much influence do governments
have in the everyday lives of most
citizens?

Students learn the electoral process:
• Preparations to ensure fairness and accessibility
• Citizen’s role

Teaching Strategies
• Take a Stand
• Brainstorming
• Discussion

Resources/Materials
• C
 oloured index cards
(included)
• Take a Stand Statements
• Poster paper
• Markers
• Preparations answer key

Activating Strategy
Take a Stand Activity
1. Start by passing out five index cards (included) to each student.
Write the following words on the board:
• Red (Strongly Disagree)
• Yellow (Disagree)
• Blue (Agree)
• Green (Strongly Agree)
• White (Neutral)
2. Ask students to spread out in the classroom.
3. Read the first statement from Take a Stand (see appendix) and ask students
to take a position on the subject by holding up the card of their choice.
4. Ask students to find someone with a different card than their own and
discuss for a minute why they feel the way they do.
5. Continue the exercise, reading one statement at a time.
	NOTE: This activity can be used as an activating strategy for five to ten
minutes OR it could also take the entire class period. To extend the length
of the activity, ask the pairs to share one sentence about their position on
the issue with the class.
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Acquiring Strategy
1. Divide the class into four equal groups.
• T wo groups will represent Elections Manitoba, the organization
responsible for running elections:
		 - Operates independently of government
		 - Free of political influence
		 - Ensures Manitoba elections are fair and accessible to 		
all voters
• The other two groups will represent candidates.
2. Ask the Elections Manitoba groups:
	If it was your job to run the election, what would your 		
responsibilities be?
3. Ask the candidate groups:
	You plan to run as candidates in the next election. What are all the factors
you have to consider to prepare for the election?
4. Each group will work together and record their master list of ideas on a
large poster paper.
5. Once students have had enough time to brainstorm their ideas, each
group will present them to the class. For comparison purposes, have the
two Elections Manitoba groups present after each other and then the two
candidate groups.
6. After the students have had a chance to present their ideas, reveal all the
preparations for both Elections Manitoba and candidates
(see appendix).
SUGGESTION: Each group can select one person who will keep track of
	

which steps they got correct while the teacher is revealing the answers.

Applying Strategy
1. Discuss the following with your students:
	
Are you surprised with all the steps that are involved in planning for an
election?
What does this show you about the electoral process?

Debriefing
1. Discuss the following with your students:
	Do you feel differently about the electoral process now than you did at the
beginning of class?
46
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Pre-election Experience
1.

The candidate is accountable to the voters.

2.

The media can have an influence on a candidate’s image.

3.

My vote makes a difference.

4.

Voting is a responsibility and a right. We should exercise our right to vote.

5.

Elections in Manitoba are conducted fairly.

6.

The provincial government has no role in my day to day life.

7.

The voting age should be lowered to 16.

8.

All residents of Manitoba should be eligible to vote.
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Elections Manitoba Preparations:
• Review electoral division maps and where people go to vote - change where necessary
• Order forms, ballot boxes etc.
• Order phones and equipment
• Write training manuals
• Hire and train returning officers and assistant returning officers
• Prepare information and forms for candidates
• Meet with the political parties to tell them about anything new
• Get advertising ready
• Hire staff (support for the field, telephone people etc.) at Elections Manitoba and train them
• Train candidates and official agents on how to use specific financial forms
• Have meetings for candidates to help them interpret The Election Financing Act
• Review candidate returns
• Get a lot of sleep before the election starts!!
Candidate Preparations:
• Plan for how candidates will advertise
• Set up an office
• Find volunteers and staff
• Open bank accounts
• Fill out necessary forms
• Hand in nomination paper
• Attend training and information sessions at Elections Manitoba
• Create platform, slogan, and a party name (if applicable)
• Canvass door to door
• Raise funds
• Plan events such as fundraisers
• Keep a financial record
• Read The Elections Act and The Election Financing Act
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PHASE 2

Election Experience Begins

What’s in a Name?
The power of a name is unveiled as students experience the call of
an election. Students learn the value of their name as voters and
candidates and the impact it has on participation and fairness.
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reference

Writ of Election

Manitoba Voter Register

• After the Premier calls an election,
the Lieutenant Governor issues an
Order in Council. This order requires
the Chief Electoral Officer to issue a
writ of election to the returning officer
in each of the 57 electoral divisions.
The informal term for this is dropping
the writ.

• Legislation passed in 2017
called for Elections Manitoba 		
to establish a permanent voter 		
register for provincial elections.
It includes all citizens registered to
vote. Elections Manitoba keeps
the register up to date with
information from government 		
sources, like Health and Driver
Licensing. For each election, a list
of eligible voters is compiled from
the register. A permanent register
eliminates the need for a full
enumeration; once a voter is
registered, they do not need to
register again.

• The writ of election (or writ) states the
election date, the date for the close
of nominations and dates for advance
voting.

Writs and Winning Candidates
•After an election, writs from each
electoral division are returned to the
Chief Electoral Officer with the names of
the winning candidates.

Fixed Election Dates and
Election Period Length
• Manitoba has had fixed election
dates since October 2011, with
a general election usually taking
place once every four years.
Legislation passed in 2016 also
set a fixed election period of 28
days for a general election. The
exception is a byelection, when the
length can be between 28 and 34
days.

After the Election Call
• Nomination of candidates – The
nomination deadline is 22 days
before a general election day.
• Nomination form – Eligible voters
sign a nomination form in support
of a candidate running in their
electoral division.
• The number of names
on the voters list helps determine
candidates’ campaign spending
limits.
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PHASE 2

Election Experience Begins
Grade 6 students learn:

Supports Curriculum Outcomes:
Grade 6:

1. What happens when an election is called, including:

6-KP-051 Describe the characteristics of the
electoral process in Canada.

• Voter eligibility criteria
• Purpose of the Manitoba Voter Register
• Importance of the voters list to voters, candidates, and others
• Electoral divisions and effective representation

Grade 9 students learn:
1. R
 esponsibilities and rights as citizens of Canada, especially the right
to participate, including:
• Significance of the Manitoba Voter Register
• Eligibility criteria for voters and candidates
• Electoral divisions and effective representation
• Alternative voting opportunities

Grade 11 students learn:
1. T he rights and responsibilities of voters and political participants,
including:
• A review of voter and candidate eligibility criteria, the importance
of the Manitoba Voter Register, and electoral divisions and effective 		
representation
• C
 ampaign spending limits and the importance of equity during an
election

Grade 9:
9-KC-008 Describe the electoral processes and
roles of political parties.
9-KC-011 Identify ways in which democratic
ideals have shaped contemporary Canadian
society.
9-KC-013 Describe their responsibilities and rights
as citizens of Canada and the world.
9-KC-014 Describe current issues related to
citizenship.
9-KP-046 Give examples of ways in which
people can individually and collectively influence
Canada’s political and social systems. (Examples:
voting, political parties, labour organizations, civil
disobedience, NGOs, lobbying)
Grade 11:
4.1 How did Canada seek to establish economic
security and social justice from the period of the
Depression to the patriation of the Constitution?
Core Concept of Citizenship
• Informed engagement in civic discourse and
the democratic process.
• Commitment to the principles and ideals of
democracy and human rights.

2. Values implicit in Manitoba’s electoral process, including:
• Fairness and equity issues in Manitoba’s electoral legislation
• The importance and impact of campaign spending limits
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GRADE 6
less o n 1 o f 1

Lesson Objectives

Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
6-KP-051

Resources/Materials
• Manitoba Voter Reigster
• M
 anitoba Voter Register and
answer key

Students learn the importance of the Manitoba Voter Register:
• Eligibility criteria for voters (review from previous lesson)
• Why the Register is important and its links to democracy
• How the Register is kept up to date
• Electoral divisions
• Effective representation

Learning Strategies
• Think-Pair-Share
• Reading for Recall and Comprehension
• Progressive Brainstorm

Activating Strategy
Review: Think-Pair-Share
1. Ask students to take out a piece of paper and write down what they
remember about who gets to vote in an election. Remind them this is called
“eligibility criteria.” Have them compare their notes with a partner for
additional ideas.
2. Show students the eligibility criteria overhead and discuss. Ask them to add
to their lists any additional points they may have missed.
3. Pose this question to students: You know who is eligible to vote.
How do you think Elections Manitoba keeps track of, and controls
who actually gets to vote in an election? Spend a few minutes
discussing ideas.
4. Briefly explain that Manitoba has a register of voters, which they will learn
more about in the next activity.
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Acquiring Strategy
Reading for Information – Manitoba Voter Register
1. Hand out copies of the Manitoba Voter Register (see appendix)
and give students ample time to read. Ask them to underline
information they think is important as they read.
Note: Mathematics integration: 6.N.5 Demonstrate an understanding of ratio,
concretely, pictorially, and symbolically
2. When students finish reading, ask them to form groups of two or three.
Distribute the Manitoba Voter Register Question Sheet (see appendix) and
have them collaboratively answer the questions.
3. When students are done, review answers as a large group.

Applying Strategy
Progressive Brainstorm
1. Write the following question on the board:
What is the Manitoba Voter Register, or voters list, and how does it help in
elections?
• List of names of all eligible voters in an electoral division
• Cornerstone of democracy
• Key to free, fair, accessible elections
• Voters list makes election day easier for voters. They get voter
information card in mail before the election with election date and times;
voting station address; advance voting information.
• Candidates have access to the voters list for their campaign.
• Makes election day easier for election officials. They can identify voters,
monitor who has voted, and make sure voters vote only once.
• Elections Manitoba uses the voters list to calculate spending limits for
candidates and political parties, i.e. the amount of money they may
spend on their campaigns. This ensures a level playing field and fairness
for all candidates and parties.
• The list is used to measure voter turnout in an election, a good way
for government to assess voter/citizen engagement in the
democratic process.
• 57 electoral divisions in Manitoba, with about 22,000 people in each
• Each division elects one MLA, for a total of 57 in the Manitoba Legislature
• Effective Representation

• Progressive Brainstorm is a learning
strategy where students consider and
extend the ideas of their peers to learn
complex or abstract concepts.
• Prior to activity, place chart paper 		
around classroom. Number charts to
match the number of student groups.
• Divide class into groups of 3-4 students.
Ask groups to go to stations. Tell them
they are at home stations.
• If needed, start with a practice of the
progression between stations. On your
signal, Group 1 moves to Station 2; 		
Group 2 moves to Station 3, etc. (Group
8 moves to Station 1 in the first move.)
After a few moves, have students return
to home stations.
• To begin, give students two minutes to
record two ideas on their home chart in
answer to the question, “What 		
is the voters list and how does it help in
elections?”
• After two minutes, give a signal for 		
groups to move to the next station. Give
them two or three minutes to read 		
ideas from the last group, and add one
new / different idea.
• Give another signal, and repeat the 		
process until students rotate through
all stations, and are back at home 		
stations. (Increase or decrease times as
needed.)
• As the final step, ask students to review

2. Tell the class they are going to take part in a “progressive brainstorm”
activity. Explain briefly how it works. (See sidebar for explanation)

their “home” chart, and add any 		

3. Divide the class into groups of 3 or 4 students. Ask each group to take their

recorded.

additional ideas that haven’t yet been

• As a class, debrief the process.
Your Power to Choose Education Guide
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positions at one of the chart papers posted around the classroom and to
brainstorm answers to the question on the board. Tell them to try to recall
anything they have learned about the voters list and why it is important in
elections.
4. Begin the Progressive Brainstorm activity.

Debriefing
1. Before asking students to complete the debriefing activity, reinforce
the fact that the voters list is the key to free, fair, and accessible elections.
		If necessary, review and discuss the meaning of the terms free, fair and 		
accessible. Ask for examples outside of politics to make sure all students 		
understand each term.
2. Ask students to take out a piece of paper and answer the following 		
question:
Explain in your own words how the voters list helps make the electoral
process free, fair, and accessible.
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What would happen if there was an election and no one knew about it?
How do people find out about elections? Or know where to vote? Or who
to vote for?
What are the voting rules? Can you vote more than once?
Canada is a democracy. That means we have free and fair elections. Every
citizen who is eligible to vote, also has the right to vote. Citizens are free to
vote in secret, without pressure from anyone.
Voting is one of the most important things a citizen can do. Elections decide
who will become the members of the government. Governments make laws
that affect our daily lives.

Democracy means “rule
by the people.” It comes
from the Greek word
demokratia.
Demos = People
Kratos = Power

Manitoba Voter Register
Citizens who want to vote in provincial elections need to have their names on the Manitoba Voter Register. This is also
called the voters list. It is a record of who can vote in elections. People all around the world think of the voters list as
the “cornerstone of democracy.” It is the key to free and fair elections.
When an election is called, Elections Manitoba mails voter information cards to everyone on the voters list. These
cards tell voters:
• They are eligible to vote
• Date and time of the election
• Address of their voting station
• Dates, times, and addresses of advance voting stations
• Contact information, in case voters have questions
Manitoba is divided into 57 areas, called electoral divisions. Each area has about 20,000 people. During an election,
each area elects one person. That person becomes the Member of the Legislative Assembly, or MLA.
Our provincial government has a total of 57 MLAs. That is, one from each division. Each division is small enough that
MLAs get to know the voters in their area, and can be their voice in government. This ratio of one MLA for every
20,000 citizens is called effective representation.
Keeping the Voters List Up to Date
The voters list must be kept up to date. New people who move into an area need to be added to the list. So do new
voters who turn 18. The names of people who move out of an area, and people who die, need to be taken off the list.
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Elections Manitoba has many ways to keep the Manitoba Voter Register up to date.
They can get information about citizens from other government agencies. They
can also send registration agents to areas where people move often. These agents
go door-to-door and talk to voters in person. That way they make sure all eligible
voters are registered to vote.
Citizens can update their own information; they just need to contact Elections
Manitoba. They also have the freedom to have their names removed from the
voters list.
Eligible voters can also register to vote by going to a voting station on election day.
They just need to show a driver’s license, or other ID, to prove who they are. Then
they, too, may vote.
The voters list helps everyone participating in an election.
The voters list makes elections much easier for voters. When they get their voter information card in the mail, they
have all the information they need to be able to vote. They also know they will have no problems when they go to
vote on election day.
Candidates get a copy of the voters list for the area where they are running. They use information from the list for
their campaign. They visit voters at their homes, or make telephone calls to encourage people to vote for them.
On election day, election officials at each voting station use the voters list to make sure people are eligible to vote.
They first check voter identification. Then they cross names off the list as people cast their votes. That way they know
who has voted, and make sure people only vote once.
Elections Manitoba uses the voters list to set spending limits.
This is the total amount of money candidates may spend on their
campaign. The number of voters in an area helps decide the
spending limits. This keeps elections fair for all candidates.
The voters list is also used to count the total number of people
who vote in an election. This is called voter turnout. This is one of
the best ways for the government to know if its citizens are taking
part in elections.
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1. Where does the word “democracy” come from and what does it mean?

2. What is one of the most important things a citizen can do? Why?

3. What is another name for the Register of Voters?

4. What needs to happen before a citizen can vote?

5. Why is the voters list seen as the cornerstone of democracy?

6. Who sends voter information cards in the mail?

7. What 4 pieces of information are on the voter information card?
i.						

ii.

iii.						

iv.

8. How many electoral divisions are there in Manitoba? Approximately how many people are in each division?
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9. What is effective representation and why is it important to voters?

10.

Give four reasons why the voters list might not be up to date.

i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
11. What is a registration agent?

12. List ways a voters list helps different groups participate in an election:

i. For voters:

ii. For candidates:

iii. For election officials:

iv. For Elections Manitoba:

v. For governments:
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1. Where does the word “democracy” come from and what does it mean?
From the Greek word demokratia; rule by the people
2. What is one of the most important things a citizen can do? Why?
Voting. Government members are chosen through elections and they make laws that affect our daily lives.
3. What is another name for the Register of Voters?
Voters list
4. What needs to happen before a citizen can vote?
They must be registered to vote.
5. Why is the voters list seen as the cornerstone of democracy?
It allows free and fair elections. All eligible citizens are included in the list.
6. Who sends voter information cards in the mail?
Elections Manitoba
7. What kind of information does the voter information card contain?
Date and time of election; address of voting station; dates, times, and addresses of advance voting stations; contact
information for voters.
8. How many electoral divisions are there in Manitoba? How many people are in each division?
57 divisions; about 22,000 people
9. What is effective representation and why is it important to voters?
It is an equitable ratio of MLAs to voters, one MLA for about every 22,000 people. Electoral divisions are small enough
that MLAs get to know their area and their voters’ needs. With (relatively) small areas, MLAs are able to be the voice
of the people in their area, and effectively represent them in government
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10. Give four reasons why the voters list might not be up to date.
i. People who move into a new neighbourhood need to be added to the voters list for that area
ii. New voters who turn 18 or became a Canadian citizen need to be added to the voters list
iii. People move out of a neighbourhood, and their names need to be removed from the voters list
iv. People die, and their names must be removed from the voters list
11. What is a registration agent?
A person who works for Elections Manitoba. Before an election, they update the voters list by visiting homes in areas
where people move often.
12. List ways a voters list helps different groups participate in elections:
i. For voters: If their names are on the voters list, they get a voter information card in the mail with all the information
they need about the election. They know they will not have any problems when they go to vote on election day.
ii. For candidates:
They use names and addresses on the voters list to go door-to-door during their campaign.
iii. For election officials:
They use the list to identify voters and make sure they vote only once.
iv. For Elections Manitoba: T
They use it to set spending limits for candidates and political parties.
v. For the government:
The list is used to count the total number of people who vote in an election. This is one of the best ways for
governments to know if citizens are taking part in elections.
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GRADE 9
Le s s o n 1 o f 1

Lesson Outcomes
Supports
Curriculum Outcomes:
9-KC-008
9-KC-011
9-KC-013
9-KC-014
9-KP-046

Resources/Materials
• KWL Handout
• Group Quiz and answer key
• O
 nline Scavenger Hunt
and answer key

Students learn about the Manitoba electoral process:
• Eligibility for voting (review)
• Importance of the Manitoba Voter Register (voters list)
• Electoral Divisions
• Effective Representation
• Alternative voting opportunities

Teaching Strategies
• KWL
• Group Quiz
• Online Scavenger Hunt

Activating Strategy
1. KWL: Ask students to fold a piece of paper - twice, in thirds - to create
three columns, or use the KWL handout (see appendix). Ask them to write the
following headings at the top of the columns:
i. What do I already know about the Manitoba Voter Register (voters list)?
ii. What did I learn about the voters list today?
iii. What do I still want to know about the voters list?
2. Give students 5-10 minutes to answer the first question (Already Know...) in
the first column.
3. Have students pair up and share their ideas, adding additional ideas from
their partner’s list to their own.
4. Have a brief, full group discussion to share ideas aloud. Ask students to
record any additional ideas they hear from the group.
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How to

Acquiring Strategy
Group Quiz

Group Quiz
• Tell students they are about to take part
in a group quiz, and the goal is for them
to get all their answers from other
students
• Once they get the signal to begin, their
task is to go around the room and ask
other students for answers to the 		
questions.
• Students may not get more than two
answers from any one student.
• Ask students to keep track of who gave
them answers by writing that person’s
name in the margin next to the question.
• Tell students to return to their seats
once they have found answers to all
of the questions. Once seated, students
will not be able to help others with their
questions.

1. Hand out Group Quiz (see appendix) face down to students.
2. Explain the rules of the activity.
3. As students return to their seats when they finish the group quiz, give 		
them a copy of the Manitoba Voter Register to read on their own, and 		
ask them to add any additional information they find to their quiz answer
sheets.
4. Correct the quiz together as a class (see appendix for answer key).

Did you know...
1. Ask students to think about this question:
If you move out of province temporarily to go to university or college, can you
still vote if an election happens back home?
2. Poll the class. Ask those who believe they can vote to raise their hands and
then ask those who believe they cannot vote to raise their hands. Ask a 		
few individuals to explain their thinking to the group.
3. Explain that if you are living temporarily out of the province, but intend to
return to Manitoba, you can still vote as a resident of Manitoba.
4. Ask students if they remember what this type of voting is called.
Absentee voting.
SUGGESTION:
See Phase 4, Grade 6, Lesson 1 for more information

regarding different types of voting.

Applying Strategy
Online Scavenger Hunt Activity
1. Hand out Online Scavenger Hunt questions (see appendix) face down to 		
students.
2. Individually or in pairs , have students visit the Elections Manitoba website
(www.electionsmanitoba.ca) to find answers.
3. Review answers with class when all students are finished the task (see 		
appendix for answer key).
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Debriefing
1. A
 sk students to take out the KWL folded paper from the beginning of the
lesson and complete the remaining two columns:
What did I learn about the voters list today?

Earn a
Give students the remainder of class
to fill out their sheets. This activity can
be discussed as a class or handed in for
marks.

What do I still want to know about the voters list?
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What does it mean for a country to be democratic?
How does a government make sure elections are free, fair, and accessible?
Canada is a democratic country. That means our elections are free, fair, and
accessible. Every citizen who is eligible to vote in Canada has:
• The right to vote, and the right to be registered to vote
• The right to run as a candidate in elections
• The freedom to vote for any candidate – in secret and without fear of
intimidation
One of the most important ways for citizens to take part in their country is to
exercise their right to vote. Elections are a chance to voice opinions about civic
matters. Elections decide who takes a seat in government, and governments
make laws that affect our daily lives.

Democracy means “rule
by the people.” It comes
from the Greek word
demokratia.
Demos = People
Kratos = Power

Manitoba Voter Register
One of the cornerstones of a successful democracy is the voters list. This is an official record of the citizens who are eligible
to vote in elections. The voters list is the foundation of free and fair elections. In Manitoba, the provincial voters list is
officially called the Manitoba Voter Register.
Manitoba is divided into 57 areas, called electoral divisions. Each area has about 22,000 people, who are called
constituents. During an election, voters in each division elect one person to represent them. That person becomes their
Member of the Legislative Assembly, or MLA.
There are 57 MLAs in our provincial government, one for every division. These divisions are small enough that MLAs
get to know their local area and voters’ needs. MLAs become the voice of their constituents as they represent them in
government. Having the same ratio of MLAs to constituents helps ensure effective representation.
Keeping the Voters List Up to Date
Voters need to be able to participate in elections. The best way for that to happen is for the voters lists to be up to date –
and accurate – in each electoral division. New people who move into an area, and young people turning 18 years of age
must register to vote. The names of those who move out of an area, and people who die, need to be removed from the
list.
In Manitoba, a provincial agency known as Elections Manitoba keeps the voters list up to date. They have many ways
to update the list. They can get voter information from other provincial agencies, such as Manitoba Health or Driver
Licensing. They also get information from Vital Statistics and Elections Canada.
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1. What are the three requirements to be an eligible voter in Manitoba?
i.
ii.
iii.
2. What is the person who runs for election called?

3. What is a registration agent, and who do they work for?

4. What is Elections Manitoba?

5. Give four reasons why the voters list is important.
i.
ii.
iii.
iv.
6. Give two ways a voter can register to vote.
i.
ii.
7. If you are absent on election day, you can vote through advance voting or absentee voting. (Circle your answer.)
True or False

8. What does MLA stand for?
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9. What is an MLA’s main responsibility?

10. What is an electoral division? How many are there in Manitoba?

11. Are there more electoral divisions or more MLAs in Manitoba?

12. What is the current ratio of MLAs to constituents? Why is effective representation important to constituents?

13. If you are unable to get to a voting station on election day due to a disability, a voting officer will bring a ballot to you.
What is the name given to this type of voting? (Circle your answer)
a) Absentee voting
b) Institutional voting
c) Homebound voting
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1. What are the three requirements to be an eligible voter in Manitoba?
• Canadian citizen
• 18 years old or older
• A resident of Manitoba for at least six months prior to election day
2. What is the person who runs for election called?
• Candidate
3. What is a Registration Agent, and who do they work for?
• During elections, a person hired temporarily by Elections Manitoba to visit homes to update the voters list
4. What is Elections Manitoba?
• Elections Manitoba is the provincial office in charge of running elections in Manitoba. Elections Manitoba is 		
independent, or non-partisan. This means the office works with political parties and candidates, but not for them. The
job of Elections Manitoba is to conduct free, fair, and accessible elections for Manitoba voters.
5. Give four reasons why the voters list is important.
• Cornerstone of democracy
• Foundation for free, fair, accessible elections.
• Easier for voters to cast ballots on election day. If voters are registered, they only have to show ID to
get their ballot. (If they do not have ID, they can have someone from the same electoral division, and whose name is
on the voters list, vouch for them.)
• Helps candidates in their campaign. Candidates have access to voters’ addresses and telephone numbers in the area
where they are running.
• Helps create level playing field for all candidates. The number of names on the list determines spending limits for 		
candidates and political parties, and keeps the election fair for all candidates, no matter how wealthy some may be.
• After an election, the list is used to calculate voter turnout. This allows government to see if citizens are 			
participating in elections.
6. Give two ways a voter can register to vote.
• Contact Elections Manitoba directly
• Go to a voting station on election day with proper identification
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7. If you are absent on election day, you can vote through advance voting or by absentee voting.
• True
8. What does MLA stand for?
• Member of the Legislative Assembly
9. What is an MLA’s main responsibility?
• To be the voice of, and represent the needs of constituents in their electoral division in the legislature
• To support or disagree with proposals put forward by government
10. What is an electoral division? How many are there in Manitoba?
• A geographic area of Manitoba. The boundaries of electoral divisions are drawn according to population to make 		
sure there is equitable MLA representation for all the citizens of Manitoba. The current ratio of electoral division 		
to population is one division (and one MLA) for every 22,000 people. An independent, non-political group called the
Electoral Divisions Boundaries Commission is created every 10 years to review electoral division boundaries to make
sure they are still fair.
• There are 57 electoral divisions in Manitoba.
11. Are there more electoral divisions or more MLAs in Manitoba?
• There are exactly the same number. One MLA is elected in each electoral division. There are 57 MLAs, one for each
of the 57 electoral divisions.
12. What is the current ratio of MLAs to constituents? Why is effective representation important to constituents?
• The ratio is one MLA for about every 22,000 people.
• The voices of all citizens need to be heard by the government, so everyone’s needs are reflected in government 		
decisions, policies and laws. When every electoral division has approximately the same number of citizens, all MLAs
have the same opportunity to fairly reflect the voices and needs of their constituents, or effectively represent them in
the legislature.
13. If you are unable to get to a voting station on election day due to a disability, a voting officer can bring a ballot to you.
What is the name given to this type of voting?
• Homebound voting
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1. What is the mission of Elections Manitoba?

2. Name two ways to contact Elections Manitoba.

3. What is the role of Manitoba’s Chief Electoral Officer (CEO)?

4. Approximately how many people are in each electoral division?

5. How many election workers were hired to work in the 2016 election?.

6. What percentage and number of eligible voters actually turned out to vote in the 2016 election?

7. What is the role of the assistant voting officer?

8. What is a scrutineer? What job do they have on election day?
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9. What must members of the media do if they want to take photos on election day?

10. List four types of identification, or ID, that voters may use at a voting station on election day.

11. What electoral division do you live in?

12. Are voters lists posted for the public to view?

13. How might a person who is registered to vote, but does not have proper identification, be able to vote on election day?

14. What are the requirements to be a candidate in a provincial election?
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1. What is the mission of Elections Manitoba?
• To secure the democratic rights of all Manitobans through the conduct of free and fair elections by enhancing public
confidence in and awareness of the electoral process and by ensuring compliance with political financing laws.
2. Name two ways to contact Elections Manitoba.
I. Email: election@elections.mb.ca
II. Phone: 204.945-3225 or 1-866-628-6837 (Toll Free)
3. What is the role of Manitoba’s Chief Electoral Officer (CEO)?
• To administer provincial elections. To ensure elections are fair and free of political influence.
4. Approximately how many people are in each electoral division?
• 22,000 people
5. How many election workers were hired to work in the 2016 election?
• Over 10,000 people
6. What percentage and number of eligible voters actually turned out to vote in the 2011 election?
• 57.43%
• 433,861 voters
7.What is the role of the assistant voting officer?
• Records voters’ names, and any oaths taken, in the voting book
• Assists the voting officer at the voting station
8. What is a scrutineer? What job do they have on election day?
• These are people appointed by candidates to represent the candidate at the voting stations on election day.
• Scrutineers observe, (or scrutinize) the conduct of all the people, including election officials, at each voting station to
ensure the election is operating in a free and fair manner.
9. What must members of the media do if they want to take photos on election day?
• Contact Elections Manitoba in advance to make arrangements.
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10. List four types of identification, or ID, that voters may use at a voting station on election day.
Option 1: One government-issued photo ID:
•
Driver’s license
•
Enhanced Manitoba identification card
•
Passport
•
Treaty card
Option 2: Two documents with voter’s name:
•
Manitoba Health card
•
Social Insurance card
•
Utility bill
•
Credit card
11. What electoral division do you live in?
• Not everyone will necessarily live in the same division. Students can use the city/town or municipality search
to figure out which divisions they live in. Also try searching the school’s location.
12. Are voters lists posted for the public to view?
• No
13. How might a person who is on the voters list, but does not have proper identification, be able to vote on election day?
• They may have another voter with ID from their electoral division vouch for them. Vouching is acceptable only if the
voter’s name is on the voters list. The person vouching must sign an oath affirming the voter’s identity.
14. What are the requirements to be a candidate in a provincial election?
•
•
•
•
•

Canadian citizen
At least 18 years of age
Resident of Manitoba for at least six months prior to election day
Not acting as an election official
Never found guilty of an election offence
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